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Introduction
While it’s not often front page news, Northern Ontario communities are indeed taking action and
demonstrating leadership on climate change. And that’s important, since Canadian municipalities

influence or control up to half of all greenhouse gas emissions in Canada. In fact, many small and midsized communities spread across northern Ontario are identifying and building local climate solutions
that can help address the climate crisis while supporting community goals. This survey highlights a
sample of that work.

Canada’s Changing Climate Report (2019) confirmed that Canada has already warmed and will

continue to warm at about double the global rate, and that warming is more pronounced as you go

north. The warming climate in Canada will have widespread effects, including changes in precipitation
patterns, more intense and frequent extremes of heat and precipitation, and changes to seasons.

These changes have effects on the plants and wildlife, as well as the systems and infrastructure in
communities.

These types of climate impacts are apparent already in Northern Ontario. In 2012, more rain fell on

Thunder Bay in the course of two hours than would typically be expected in a month, leaving impacts

to over 4,000 homes. Recognizing the link to climate change, and the potential for this type of event to
recur, this event was a catalyst for the development of a targeted Climate Adaptation Strategy to help
the city manage risks associated with climate change. Other communities are assessing their risks and
adapting to the impacts of climate change as well.

And to do their part in addressing the climate crisis, municipalities across northern Ontario are making
plans and taking action to cut emissions of greenhouse gas, save costs, and promote healthy and

strong communities. The City of Greater Sudbury has developed a Community Energy and Emissions
Plan targeting net-zero emissions by 2050, and smaller communities like Central Manitoulin and

Billings are building partnerships and working together to take action now. These actions will help
support the more ambitious national objective of 40-45% reductions in GHGs compared to 2005
levels, by 2030.

So what can communities do? Action on climate change can address either the causes of climate
change (mainly emissions from combustion of fossil fuels), or the effects of extreme weather and

climate change. These are described as climate change mitigation and adaptation, respectively.

For communities there are other tangible, immediate benefits to acting on climate change. Many, if
not most, climate solutions can provide good employment, lower costs, improve air quality, and

contribute to healthier communities and ecosystems. Read on to find more on how northern Ontario
communities are taking action on climate change.
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City of Greater Sudbury
The City of Greater Sudbury (CGS) recently developed it’s Community
Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP). The CEEP contains eight strategy

sectors and eighteen goals. Among the goals are compact, complete

communities, efficient buildings, clean energy, reforestation, and low-

carbon transport. The Plan, and the target of achieving net-zero

emissions for the city by 2050, was developed through extensive
consultation with residents and businesses.

For Sudbury, a significant portion of the emissions reductions in the
coming years are expected come from four main areas: electrifying

personal and commercial vehicles, installing heat pumps (electrifying

buildings), waste diversion, renewable energy, and undertaking home
and commercial energy retrofits.

Two types of
Climate Action
Community climate change
solutions can address the

causes of climate change, the
effects of climate change, or
both.

Mitigation – Actions that
reduce the sources, or
enhance the sinks, of

greenhouse gases. For

northern communities, the

primary sources of greenhouse
gases include combustion of
fossil fuels for heat and

transportation, and methane

from waste. Communities can
also restore and protect

forests and soils that trap and
absorb carbon.
Figure 1: The City of Greater Sudbury's Community Energy and
Emissions Plan has eighteen goals to help reach net-zero emissions
(Image: City of Greater Sudbury).
The CEEP is already finding its way into community decisions and actions. Staff

at the City recently presented a Fleet Electrification Update to provide the

Council with information on steps being taken in 2021 towards

electrification of the City’s vehicle and equipment fleet. Immediate

actions include procuring charging infrastructure for municipal sites,

and to begin replacing end-of-service light fleet vehicles with electric
vehicles (EVs). City staff anticipates these actions align with City

priorities, including improving air quality in the City, asset management
excellence (EVs require less maintenance), and action on climate
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Adaptation – The process of

adjusting to actual or expected
climate and its effects to

reduce risk of harms, or to

take advantage of any new

opportunities. Communities

can address the increased risks
associated with climate

change, including flooding and
wildfire, helping to ensure
residents and businesses
continue to thrive.
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change. Under the transportation banner, the City is also developing a business case for the
electrification of the bus fleet, and installing new bikes lanes.

CGS is also leading the way on sustainable, low carbon buildings. It recently acquired the site of a

former RCMP building, and is building new sustainable affordable housing to meet the community’s

needs. The 14 new housing units will be built to passive house standards, consuming 90 per cent less
heating and cooling energy than comparable buildings.

Municipality of Central Manitoulin and Township
of Billings
Northern Ontario’s small and rural communities are
also getting in on the climate change action. On
Manitoulin Island, the Municipality of Central

Manitoulin and the Township of Billings have set

short term targets of reducing their greenhouse gas
emissions by 50% before 2030. Community surveys
found over three quarters of residents support

initiatives, such as retrofitting community buildings,

that will help them meet these GHG reduction goals.
But these two communities aren’t limiting

themselves to their own borders. The climate plans
in development for Central Manitoulin and Billings
outline a joint venture approach that could enable
multiple municipalities and island First Nations to

Figure 2: Kids on Manitoulin Island like the
idea of climate change action! (Source:
Township of Billings and Municipality of
Central Manitoulin)

join a Manitoulin Island-wide governance structure

to jointly apply to climate change implementation grants. Some of the first actions of the joint venture
will include hiring a dedicated staff person to manage corporate climate change plans and monitor

energy use and climate targets, partnering with local organizations to implement a water monitoring
program, developing shared composting and waste-to-energy systems, supporting home energy
retrofits, and getting an electric ride-share transit system in place with EV charging stations on

municipal properties. The municipalities have also been very active talking to residents and local
organizations about the impacts of climate change (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: The Municipalities of Central Manitoulin and Billings are helping residents understand local
impacts of climate change (Source: Central Manitoulin & Billings)

The District Municipality of Muskoka
The District of Muskoka is developing a Climate Change action plan that includes both climate change
mitigation and adaptation. Like the City of Greater Sudbury, Muskoka’s plan aims for net-zero

emissions by 2050, but adds a short term target of cutting emissions by half by 2030. These targets
apply to both the City’s assets and operations, and to the community as a whole.

The District’s drive for sustainability is visible through a new solar project. The District is investing in

their first solar net metering system at a District-owned site. The $1.8 million dollar solar project will be

commissioned, owned and operated by the District, generating over $4.5 million in its 20-25 year
lifespan. Up-front costs are expected to be paid off within 10 years.

The District’s climate action plans outline a series of actions and initiatives that set a course for success
on emissions reductions. These include ensuring new municipally-owned facilities are low-carbon,

energy efficient and near net-zero where feasible, and pursuing retrofits for existing buildings. They’re
also working internally to improve integration of climate within decision-making. One action in their
new Climate Plan, for example, is updating the District’s engineering and development standards to
ensure assets consider GHG emissions and are resilient to impacts of climate change.
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Health Risks of Climate Change in Northern Ontario
Extreme weather, extreme temperatures, and vector-borne diseases are some of the climate change
impacts that are harming the health of Northerners through illness, injury and death, and
infrastructure damage causing service disruption. Warmer temperatures in northern Ontario are
exacerbating existing health conditions, leading to more heat related illnesses, and creating
conditions for spread of Lyme disease.
The Northern Ontario Climate Change and Health Collaborative is a partnership between the seven
Northern Ontario Public Health Units working to complete regional climate change and health
vulnerability and adaptation assessments. These health units are looking at climate projections and
health data, and talking to public health experts to understand how climate affects health at the local
level. Within Northern Ontario, climate change is having direct and lasting health impacts. Action to
adapt to these current and projected impacts will have immediate benefits to health.
Contact your local Health Unit for more information.

Township of Bonfield
The Township of Bonfield, just east of North Bay,
is located on Lake Nosbonsing and the

Kaibuskong River. Their review of climate data
indicates a clear trends toward warmer and

wetter conditions, pointing to an increased risk of
both flooding and heat waves. These changes in
climate conditions will also increase water

temperatures, facilitating more harmful algal
blooms. To help manage these risks, the

community has developed a Climate Change

Adaptation Plan.

For Bonfield, the first big step in understanding

and managing flooding risk in a changing climate

Figure 4: Climate data shows a clear trend of
increasing numbers of heatwaves (source:
Hassan Rouhani, Climate Change Specialist,
Township of Bonfield)

was to update their flood maps. The township worked in collaboration with the North Bay-Mattawa

Conservation Authority to produce the new flood maps that account for changes in precipitation.
These maps will help the township ensure that township assets and infrastructure, as well as local
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homes and properties are protected from flood risks. The maps can help ensure any new
developments or infrastructure projects can be directed away from at-risk areas.

With new flood maps and an adaptation plan adopted, the township is now turning its attention to
climate change mitigation and energy savings, including possible anti-idling bylaws, and moving

toward clean energy sources to further protect natural assets, promote health, and reduce energy

usage. The Township has also rolled out a campaign to raise public awareness of climate change; using

the Township website, social media, school workshops, newsletters and public presentations they are
strengthening knowledge and support for local climate action.

Sault Ste. Marie
The City of Sault Ste Marie recently established its first GHG reduction goals. The City approved a long
term goal of net-zero emissions by 2050, and included short-term goals of cutting emissions from city
operations by 10% before 2030. The Climate Change Plan, which recommends 60 distinct actions, is a

living document, keeping open the possibility of going faster and further on emissions reductions. The
climate plan’s vision is that the City of Sault Ste. Marie will reduce GHG emissions from the energy and
building, transportation, and waste sectors, and pursue green space, municipal leadership and

economic development opportunities. The City is planning to work closely with all stakeholders to
achieve emissions reductions.

The City has also completed workshops and scenario exercises to assess risks associated with climate

change. The workshops brought together representatives from multiple City departments, as well as

stakeholders from the community. As a first step towards an adaptation plan, the workshops identified
economic, health and safety and environmental risks to City staff, assets and operations. Risks of

greatest concern included damage to infrastructure from extreme precipitation events, increased

shoreline erosion, health impacts associated with wildfire and lower air quality days, and increases in

invasive species and forest disturbances. Risks identified in the report are can be used to prioritize
climate change vulnerabilities within the City and inform adaptation priorities and strategies.
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North Bay Hydro Energy Park
North Bay Hydro developed an innovative new Energy Park that integrates clean energy and is a

resilient community hub in the event of emergencies. The energy park integrates clean solar energy,

battery storage, and efficient natural gas cogeneration, electric vehicle charging, all while connecting

two key facilities in the city (the YMCA and Memorial Gardens) in a smart microgrid. The equipment at
the energy park provides most of the power and heat needed by both the YMCA and the Memorial

Gardens (Arena) on a daily basis, with the facilities drawing some energy from the provincial grid.

Figure 5: North Bay's Energy Park provides a resilient supply of clean, efficient energy (Source:
www.communityenergypark.ca)
Importantly, the microgrid can also operate as an independent island of stable power and heat in the
event of an emergency. In the event that ice storms, flooding, or extreme wind events knock out

distribution or transmission lines in North Bay or the region, the energy park also provides a resilient
supply of energy and hot water to the connected buildings ensuring they can operate as emergency

response hubs and shelters. This energy park “island” also keeps childcare facilities open, ensuring first
responders have peace of mind as they deal with any situation at hand.

“Even if the lights go out locally, this will pick-up and provide power at all times. It’s very smart and it

doesn’t need human intervention. It keeps the heat on, the lights on and creates a warm and safe
environment in catastrophic situations.” Matt Payne, North Bay Hydro CEO.
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Thunder Bay
Thunder Bay has been a leader on climate
adaptation in Ontario. Thunder Bay

experienced $100m in damages when over

70mm of rain fell in just 2 hours in 2012. In the
aftermath of that extreme precipitation event
in 2012, the community developed a

comprehensive climate change adaptation
strategy – Climate-Ready City.

Since the strategy was adopted, climate

adaptation has become integrated throughout
municipal plans and strategies. The

Stormwater Management Plan heavily features

Figure 7: Flooding in Thunder Bay caused
significant damage and disruption. Source:
J.Porter, Thunder Bay.

green infrastructure, the Transportation Master
Plan includes climate adaptation principles;

and environmental sustainability and climate
adaptation serve as two of the four

overarching approaches guiding the City’s new
Official Plan. In 2020, the scope of indicators
monitored as part of the plan expanded to
include more social factors of climate

vulnerability and resilience, such as poverty

and sense of community belonging, reflecting
the lessons learned since the strategy was
created.

In 2021, the City of Thunder Bay will be

renewing its Sustainability Plan, introducing its

Figure 6: Five action areas in Thunder Bay's
Climate-Ready City Plan (City of Thunder Bay).

new community emissions reduction plan, and piloting a novel climate resilience roadmap for
municipal infrastructure.
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Timmins
The City of Timmins has for the first time adopted a climate change mitigation plan that covers

community and corporate emissions, setting new targets to cut emissions in the coming decade. The

City of Timmins is working on several initiatives and projects in an effort to reduce GHG emissions and
exceed the targets established in the climate change mitigation plan. In 2020, the City of Timmins

commissioned a Composting Feasibility study and in 2021 the municipality received funding from the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities to conduct a Source Separated Organics Co-digestion and

Beneficial use of Biogas Feasibility Study. Other environmental initiatives established include a

Corporate Anti-Idling Policy to reduce GHG emissions and a Green Procurement Policy to integrate
environmental and social considerations in the Corporation’s procurement practices for goods and
services.

The City of Timmins has also done extensive work, collaborating across multiple departments and city
agencies, to identify climate risks to City operations, assets and plans. With this information, they can
focus efforts and resources to manage those high priority risks.

The City of Timmins in partnership with the Mattagami Region Source Protection Authority,

participated in a Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment pilot study led by Conservation Ontario. The
study included the use of the science-based Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment Tool and

accompanying guidance document to assess climate change vulnerability into source water quality risk
assessments under the Clean Water Act.
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Resources and Support
This survey doesn’t cover all the climate-work happening in northern Ontario. Other towns are also

taking action on climate change. For example, the City of Kenora has integrated climate change into its
asset management plan, ensuring the value of their assets are maintained against climate threats, and
is developing climate change mitigation plans too.

Canada’s path to net-zero will require communities to be part of the solution. Research shows that

net-zero pathways can support economic growth, and that the benefits of investing in adaptation and

resilience outweigh costs by a factor of six.

If your municipality is interested in acting on climate change, multiple resources are available to

provide support. The Federation of Canadian Municipality’s Energy Roadmap can help towns identify
solutions that cut carbon emissions, and multiple funding streams can provide support for projects

that reduce emissions and help communities adapt. The Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) Program
is a five milestone framework for greenhouse gas reductions, complete with tools and guidebooks,

that communities can follow step-by-step to develop an inventory of their emissions, make an action

plan, and report on progress. The PCP program provides free support to municipalities including
workshops, training, and technical support.
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